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 - thesout do i get it MrWibbles: Install windows first. chovynz: K7 optimised if you have a K8 beasty machine peterrooney: im
running a 2.8 ghz p4 with 512mb chovynz: Ah. It will run then. 32bit definitely. peterrooney: ty for the help, bekks got it
working MrWibbles: Create a live usb with the iso, boot from that geirha: I have tried that, there is a raid controller and it

detects the raid as missing... so I am unable to install geirha: I have tried various booters something i cant help but wonder is
how the ubuntu packages work.... as soon as we get security updates (or patches) in linux kernels, updates are released to ubuntu

and the rest of the linux community. chovynz: not sure on a 512. If it's below that, I'd be running 64bit hello, is there any
program or website that can translate latin to english? MrWibbles: you need a workaround then. not every iso is usable with

every usb-drive tomasm-: the kernel patches are released differently depending on where they come from, some teams ( ubuntu,
debian, fedora) will test the patch when it's submitted MrWibbles: Why not just install it on a separate partition? Then you can

install grub to the mbr EriC^^, thank you I cant find opencl in my ubuntu,how do i install? peterrooney: yeah, I've read that
32bit is a much better deal than 64bit. I thought there was a way I could use 64bit and run 32bit apps in it too? chovynz: there is

some support for 32bit compatibility, but it's a bit jolly 82157476af
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